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program, it.As Vermont senator and former presidential candidate

Bernie Sanders has won a string of key primaries across the
country, he's been joined on the trail by an unlikely supporter: the

state's only other senator, Patrick Leahy. Leahy, who is retiring
after two decades in the Senate, has been traveling with Sanders in
New Hampshire, where the Vermont senator was a key supporter of

a law legalizing same-sex marriage, and in New York, where
Sanders held a rally with LGBT activists. The 65-year-old, who did
not support Sanders' 2016 White House bid, told reporters in New

Hampshire that he's endorsing him ahead of the critical primary on
Tuesday. "I told Bernie that he's going to be the nominee, he's

going to have a shot," Leahy said. "I endorsed Barack Obama in the
last primary. I will be endorsing Bernie this time." Leahy said his
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endorsement is based on his views on the economy, social justice
and the Green New Deal. "He's got a good chance of winning it,
and it's a good chance of passing and making it into law," Leahy
said. Leahy told CNN he has also backed Sanders in Vermont's

Democratic primary. After endorsing Sanders, Leahy said he'll be
hitting the campaign trail in Vermont and visiting his home state of
Massachusetts, where Sanders will hold a rally. "I'm going to be on

the campaign trail campaigning for him," Leahy told the Boston
Globe. Leahy's endorsement has been praised by former New

Hampshire US Rep. Carol Shea-Porter, who was the state's first
openly LGBT state senator. She called it "a home run," according to
the Boston Globe. While Leahy and Shea-Porter are friends, Leahy

also endorsed Hillary Clinton in the 2016 election, when he said she
is "more informed on major issues than the others, and has the

experience and judgment to make wise decisions as president." On
the trail Clinton and Sanders are both candidates running for the

Democratic nomination to face off against President Donald Trump
in November. In New Hampshire, Clinton holds a sizable lead in the
polls as the race shifts to the more progressive northeastern state.
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